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Patrick Meunier, Anémone épinglée, 2017, 12 cm x 15
(diam.), aiguilles laiton, résine, pigment, vernis
céramique, photo Brigit Bosch

For several years now, a major part of Patrick Meunier’s pictorial
research, when he is not busy with his activities as a publisher
and creator of artist’s books, is being re-invented in a large
number of series, complex and abundant dialogues between
fragments of works, iconic references gleaned from art history,
and the history of architecture and design (which have marked
his life as an artist and architect), and figures, small volumes in
which pop(ular) culture, poetry and celebration have found a
place.
Small families of eclectic sculptures which are assembled and
scattered in their balance, their postures, and their acrobatics as
combinatory and random episodes, to tell micro-stories. There
is ingeniousness in these poetic assemblages, these unlikely
encounters between objects, materials and colours. Design also
has a role in this invention of poetic language. Stands, brackets
and shelves all stem from the same creative principle as the
pieces and accommodate them in a landscape of fantastic
retrieval.
This series of sculptures and design objects being shown for the
first time in Ice-même ! Imagine… incarnates all the freedom
and creativity which hallmark this resolutely contemporary
artist, who is endlessly renewing his vocabulary as he
encounters people, techniques and materials.
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